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Chapter I
A. Read this short version of the chapter. There are two things
which didn’t really happen. Find them
The Neverland is a magical island that Wendy, John and Michael
pretend to be on during the day, and dream about at night. They also
dream about a boy named Peter Pan. One day their mother, Mrs.
Darling, asked Wendy about Peter Pan. Mrs. Darling remembered his
name from when she was a child. One day they found some tree leaves
on the floor of the nursery. John explained to Mrs. Darling that they
were probably from Peter Pan’s shoes when he came into the nursery
through the window because it was too high. The next night Mrs.
Darling was sitting next to the fire. After she fell asleep, the window
opened and a boy came into the room. There was a strange light with
him, flying around in the air. Peter was friendly to Mrs. Darling; when
he saw her he smiled at her. But Nana, the family dog, chased Peter Pan
back to the window. Peter jumped out, but Nana closed the window
before Peter’s shadow had time to get out, and the shadow was torn
off. Mrs. Darling found the shadow and put it in a drawer.
B. Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or
false.
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True False
1. Mrs. Darling tidied up her children’s minds at night.
2.

All three of Mrs. Darling’s children dreamed about
the Neverland and Peter Pan.
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3.

Wendy, John and Michael slept in beds that looked
different.
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4. Wendy dreamed about Peter Pan the most.
5. Mrs. Darling believed that Peter was a real person.
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6.

One morning Mrs. Darling found some tree leaves
on the floor of the nursery.
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7.

Wendy never wipes her shoes before entering a
room.

8.

Wendy believed that Peter came into the nursery
sometimes at night to play music for her.

9.

Peter Pan usually came into the house through the
door.

10.

The leaves were not from any kind of tree that
grows in England.

C. All of these events happened in the story. Put them in the correct
order in which they happened.
a) Mrs. Darling woke up and saw the boy.
b) Mrs. Darling fell asleep by the fire.
c) Wendy told her mother that the leaves were probably left there by
Peter, because he didn’t wipe his shoes.
d) Nana closed the window and tore Peter’s shadow off.
e) Mrs. Darling sang to her children until they fell asleep.
f) Peter jumped out the window.
g) Mrs. Darling examined the shadow carefully, and put it away in a
drawer.
h) One morning, they found some tree leaves on the nursery floor,
under a window.
i) Nana, the family dog, came running in and chased Peter Pan.
j) The nursery window opened, and a boy came in, accompanied by a
small light that flew around.
D.Here are some useful phrases that appeared in the story. Can you
remember the context they were in? Try to memorise these phrases.
1. Mrs. Darling first heard of Peter
2. set things straight
3. if you could stay awake
4. tidying up drawers
5. ready for you to put on
6. side-by-side in their nursery
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7. a boat turned upside down on the sand
8. now that she was married and full of sense
9. he would be grown up by this time
10. no bigger than your fist
11. it looked like a shooting star
E. Now, without looking at the sentences above, try to complete the
gaps.
1. Mrs. Darling first ................ of Peter
2. set things ................
3. If you could ................ awake
4. tidying ................ drawers
5. ready for you to put ................
6. side-................-side in their nursery
7. a boat turned ................ down on the sand
8. now that she was married and ................ of sense
9. he would be ................ up by this time
10. no bigger than your ................
11. it looked like a ................ star
F. Here is a piece of the text about the Neverland. Read the original
again and then see if you can complete the missing letters.
But, o_ cou_ _ _, th_ Never_ _ _ _ al_ _ _ _ vari_ _ a l_ _. John’s,
fo_ ins_ _ _ _ _, h_ _ a l_ _ _ wit_ flamin_ _ _ _ fly_ _ _ ove_ it,
whi_ _ Joh_ wa_ shooti_ _ a_, whi_ _ Mich_ _ _, wh_ w_ _ ve_ _
sm_ _ _, ha_ a flami_ _ _ wit_ a la_ _ flyin_ ov_ _ i_.
G. Multiple Choice
1.Mrs. Darling’s children, Wendy, John, and Michael, slept ................
three identical beds side-by-side in their nursery.
a) on
b) under
c) in
d) with
2.While tidying up their minds ................ night, Mrs. Darling always
found the Neverland.
a) at
b) in
c) on
d) for
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3.The Neverland always looked like an island, with bright colours
everywhere, and beaches and harbours and scary-looking ships floating
on the ................ .
a) shore
b) waves
c) beach
d) sand
4. John lived in a boat turned upside ................ on the sand.
a) through
b) in
c) under
d) down
5. Wendy had a pet ................ left by its parents.
a) dog
b) whale
c) wolf
d) cat
6. Of all the wonderful islands in the world the Neverland is the
................ .
a) smallest
b) warmest
c) nicest
d) coziest
7. In the two minutes before you go to sleep it becomes very, very
................ .
a) real
b) big
c) true
d) beautiful
8. Mrs. Darling decided to forget all ................ it.
a) around
b) about
c) within
d) inside
9. The name stood out in larger ................ than any of the other words.
a) numbers
b) words
c) letters
d) sentences
H. Preposition check
at through in into without over
with up with in on by on
1.It is the nightly duty of every good mother after her children asleep
to look ..................... their minds and set things straight.
2. Mrs. Darling’s children slept ..................... three identical beds sideby-side in their nursery.
3. scary-looking ships floating ..................... the waves
4. a lake with flamingoes flying ..................... it
5. a pet wolf left ..................... its parents
6. In her travels ..................... her children’s minds Mrs. Darling often
found the Neverland.
7. she remembered a Peter Pan who people said lived ..................... the
fairies
8. she had believed ..................... him at the time
9. some tree leaves were found ..................... the nursery floor
10. Mrs. Darling was looking ..................... them, puzzled
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11. Wendy said ..................... a smile
12. No one can get into the house ..................... knocking
13. But finally she decided to roll the shadow ..................... and put it
away in a drawer
I. Crossword puzzle
1.

S
2. H
3.
A
D
4.
5.
O
6. W

1. the room in a house where the children sleep
2. part of a sea, where the water meets the shore
3. a tall, pink bird
4. the same
5. difficult to understand
6. a house Indians live in
J. Collocations – Match the words on the left to the words on the
right.
1. stay
2. set things
3. hide something
4. folded up
5. turned
6. a family
7. go to
8. full of
9. grown
10. by this
11. forget all

a) resemblance
b) time
c) awake
d) straight
e) about it
f) sense
g) out of sight
h) up
i) upside down
j) small
k) sleep
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K. Here is the part where Mrs. Darling sees Peter Pan. Some of
the verbs have been taken out. Read the text and see if you can
remember what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box, but
remember to put them into the correct form.
growl jump see be wake be dress run know
see be jump scream look be come give
Mrs. Darling suddenly 1. ..................... up, and 2. ..................... the
boy, and somehow she 3. ..................... at once that he 4. .....................
Peter Pan. He 5. ..................... a lovely boy, 6. ..................... in
tree leaves. When he 7. ..................... that she 8. ..................... a
grown-up, he 9. ..................... her a nasty look. Mrs. Darling 10.
....................., and, in answer, Nana, the family dog, 11. .....................
running in. She 12...................... and 13. ..................... at the boy,
who 14. ..................... lightly through the window. Mrs. Darling 15.
..................... over and 16. ..................... out the window into the street
for him, but he 17. ..................... not there.
L. Match the sentences.
1. It is the nightly duty of every
good mother after her children
are asleep
2. If you could stay awake (but
of course you can’t)
3. Mrs. Darling decided
4. When he saw that she was a
grown-up,
5. Mrs. Darling sang to them
till one by one
6. John’s, for instance, had a lake
7. “It is so naughty of him
8. When you wake up in the
morning,
9. No one can get into the house
10. Of all the wonderful islands
in the world
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a) to forget all about it.
b) not to wipe his shoes.”
c) he gave her a nasty look.
d) to look into their minds and set
things straight for the next morning.
e) without knocking.
f) the Neverland is the coziest and
the most compact.
g) with flamingoes flying over it.
h) they let go of her hand and
entered the land of sleep.
i) the terrible thoughts and evil
passions with which you went to
bed have been folded up small.
j) you would see your own mother
doing this, and it would be very
interesting to watch her.

Chapter 2
A. All of these events happened in the story. Put them in the correct
order in which they happened.
a) Peter tried to put his shadow on with soap.
b) Peter Pan came into the nursery through the window.
c) Wendy woke up and saw Peter.
d) Mrs. Darling put the children to bed, and then she went to a party
with Mr. Darling.
e) Wendy sewed Peter’s shadow back on.
f) The children’s night-lights went out.
g) Peter sat on the floor and cried.
h) Tinker Bell flew around the nursery looking for Peter’s shadow.
i) Peter told Wendy that he didn’t have a mother.
j) A much brighter light than the night-lights flew into the room – it
was a fairy named Tinker Bell.
k) Tinker Bell told Peter that his shadow was in the chest of drawers.
B. Collocations – Match the words on the left to the words on the
right.
fall
turn a pocket
no larger
join together
stick it on
feel sorry
full
run
have
cause

fun
like drops of water
with soap
asleep
trouble
away
for someone
inside out
than your hand
of joy

C. Match the underlined phrases to their meanings.
1. Mrs. Darling went from bed to bed singing to the children before
they fell asleep.
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2. Tinker Bell was dressed in a beautiful tree leaf.
3. A moment after the fairy’s entrance the window was blown open and
Peter dropped in.
4. “Tinker Bell,” he called softly, after making sure that the children
were asleep.
5. He was so delighted that he didn’t realise he had shut Tinker Bell in
the drawer.
6. She was not alarmed to see a stranger crying on the nursery floor.
7. Wendy felt that this was very tragic.
8. “Oh, Peter, no wonder you were crying,” she said.
9. Fortunately she knew at once what to do.
10. To Peter, fairies were annoying, always getting in his way and
causing trouble.

7. Wendy felt that this was very t _ _ _ _ _.
8. “Oh, Peter, no w _ _ _ _ _ you were crying,” she said.
9. Fortunately she knew at o _ _ _ what to do.
10. To Peter, fairies were annoying, always getting in his way and
causing t _ _ _ _ _ _.

a) immediately
b) frightened
c) began to sleep
d) happy
e) of course
f) making things difficult
g) wearing
h) very sad
i) becoming certain
j) was opened by the wind

F. Match the sentences.

D. Without looking at exercise 7 fill the gaps with the appropriate
letters. One letter fits into one gap.
1. Mrs. Darling went from bed to bed singing to the children before
they fell a _ _ _ _ _.
2. Tinker Bell was d _ _ _ _ _ _ in a beautiful tree leaf.
3. A moment after the fairy’s entrance the window was b _ _ _ _ open
and Peter dropped in.
4. “Tinker Bell,” he called softly, after making s _ _ _ that the children
were asleep.
5. He was so d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ that he didn’t realise he had shut Tinker
Bell in the drawer.
6. She was not a _ _ _ _ _ _ to see a stranger crying on the nursery floor.
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E. Can you remember who said this?
1. “Where do you think they put my shadow?”
2. “Second to the right, and then straight on till morning.”
3. “But your mother gets letters, doesn’t she?”
4. “It must be sewn on.”
5. “I ran away the day I was born.”

1. Mr. and Mrs. Darling were
invited
2. He had carried Tinker Bell part
of the way,
3. Tinker Bell said
4. He became very sad,
5. His sobs woke Wendy,
6. Not only did he not have a
mother,
7. Then Wendy saw the shadow
on the floor,

a) and she sat up in bed.
b) that the shadow was in the big
box.
c) to a party down the street.
d) and felt sorry for Peter.
e) and his hand was still covered
with fairy dust.
f) and he sat on the floor and
cried.
g) but he certainly didn’t want
one.

G. Preposition check
in on from onto at to by out with
1. Mr. and Mrs. Darling were invited ................. a party down the
street.
2. Mrs. Darling went ................. bed to bed singing to the children.
3. The night-lights ................. the beds of the three children continued
to burn clearly.
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4. It was a girl called Tinker Bell, dressed ................. a beautiful tree
leaf.
5. His hand was still covered ................. fairy dust.
6. Peter jumped ................. the drawers.
7. He tried to stick it ................. with soap.
8. She got ................. her needle and thread.
9. She sewed the shadow ................. Peter’s foot.
H. Match the pairs of words that have opposite meanings.
1. after
2. quickly
3. entrance
4. politely
5. hostess

a) slowly
b) rudely
c) before
d) guest
e) exit

I. Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or
false.
True False
1.

Mrs. Darling sang to the children before they fell
asleep.

2.

Tinker Bell’s light was much brighter than the
children’s night-lights.

3. Tinker Bell speaks to Peter in English.
4. Tinker Bell told Peter where his shadow was.
5.

Wendy was frightened when she woke up and saw
Peter sitting on the floor.

6. Peter never gets any letters.
7. Peter doesn’t have a mother.
8. Peter wishes that he had a mother.
9.
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Pete Peter ran away from home because he didn’t
want to grow up.

J. Multiple Choice
1. The night-lights by the beds of the three children continued to
................. clearly.
a) live
b) be
c) burn
d) see
2. When it came to ................. for a second you saw it was a fairy, no
larger than your hand.
a) sit
b) rest
c) stand
d) still
3. Peter thought that he and his shadow, when brought .................
each other, would join together like drops of water.
a) close
b) to
c) on
d) near
4. His ................. woke Wendy.
a) cry
b) sobs
c) smile
d) tears
5. He wished she had not ................. letters.
a) mentioned
b) said
c) told
d) talked
6. “Oh Peter, no ................. you were crying.”
a) problem
b) way
c) wonder
d) question
7. Then Wendy saw the shadow on the floor, and felt ................. for
Peter.
a) sad
b) sorry
c) tragic
d) cry
8. To Peter, fairies were annoying, always getting in his way and
................. trouble.
a) causing
b) doing
c) being
d) showing

Chapter 3
A. Read this short version of the chapter. There are a few things
wrong. Find and change the mistakes.
While Peter was talking to Wendy about fairies, he realised that Tinker
Bell was being very quiet. Then they heard a sound like the tinkle of
bells, and Peter realised that he had left her outside. He opened the
window and let her in. She was very happy to see Peter again. Peter
told Wendy about the Lost Boys; he said they were lonely because
there weren’t any girls in the Neverland. They also didn’t know any
stories, and so Peter came to the nursery every night to hear the stories
that Mrs. Darling told the children. Peter asked Wendy if she would
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come to the Neverland to tell stories to the Lost Boys. Wendy said
she couldn’t because she didn’t know how to fly. Peter taught Wendy
to fly, but he didn’t want to teach John and Michael how to fly. It was
only possible to fly if you had some fairy dust, so Tinker Bell gave some
to Wendy. Then they flew out the window. Mr. and Mrs. Darling saw
them flying through the window but they came up to the nursery too
late.

D. Can you say the same, without looking above?

B. All of these events happened in the story. Put them in the correct
order in which they happened.

E. Match the sentences.

a) Peter blew some fairy dust on the children.
b) Wendy told Peter the ending of Cinderella.
c) Peter and Wendy listened for Tinker Bell, because they wanted to
know where she was.
d) Mr. and Mrs. Darling could see the shadows of the children flying
around in the nursery as they walked up to the house.
e) Mr. and Mrs. Darling ran up the stairs – but it was too late, the
children had already flown out the window with Peter.
f) Wendy didn’t want to go with Peter because she didn’t know how to
fly.
g) Peter and Wendy heard fairy language coming from the chest of
drawers.
h) The children began to fly around the room.
i) Peter decided that Wendy should come with him to the Neverland.
j) Peter showed Wendy, John and Michael how to fly, but they couldn’t
do it.
k) Peter let Tinker Bell out of the drawer, and Tinker Bell flew around,
screaming with anger.
C. Can you remember who said this?
1. “I think I shut her in the drawer!”
2. “Do you mean that there is a fairy in this room?”
3. “How do you do it?”
4. “I flew!”
5. “Why shouldn’t we all go out?”
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1. “I think I .................her in the drawer!”
2. “Do you ................. that there is a fairy in this room?”
3. “How do you ................. it?”
4. “I ................. !”
5. “Why ................. we all go out?”

1. Wendy became
2. “You don’t hear her,
3. They are the children who fall
out of ther prams
4. Peter told Wendy that he had
come
5. “Wendy, come with me
6. “Oh, how lovely
7. Peter had become exremely
8. “None of us has ever been
9. Wendy ran to John and Michael
10. Michael immediately flew
11. Up and down they went,

a) across the room.
b) it would be to fly.”
c) do you?”
d) and round and round.
e) and shook them.
f) very excited.
g) tucked in at night.”
h) when the nurse is looking the
other way.
i) to the nursery window to listen
to their stories.
j) and tell the other boys.”
k) greedy and clever.

F. Preposition check
unless toward around in across
out with from around by
1. The sound came ................. the chest of drawers.
2. “I think I shut her ................. the drawer!”
3. She flew ................. the nursery screaming with anger.
4. Girls are too clever to fall ................. of their prams.
5.Peter took her ................. the arm ...
6. ... and began to pull her ................. the window.
7. “Wendy, come ................. me and tell the other boys.”
8. And just to show them, Peter flew quickly ................. the room.
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9. No one can fly ................. fairy dust has been blown on them.
10. Michael immediately flew ................. the room.
G. Here is the part where Peter teaches the children how to fly.
Some of the verbs have been taken out. Read the text and see if you
can remember what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box,
but remember to put them into the correct form.
mention fly blow do blow play cover can
Peter 1. ................ it both slowly and quickly. But the children still
2. ................ not do it. Of course Peter was 3. ................ with them,
for no one can fly unless fairy dust has been 4. ................ on them.
Fortunately, as we have 5. ................, one of his hands was 6. ................
with it, and he 7. ................ some on each of them, with excellent
results. Michael immediately 8. ................ across the room.
H. Crossword
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

N
E
V
E
R
L
A
N
D

1. how you feel sometimes when you are all alone
2. what mothers tell their children when they go to bed
3. extremely smart
4. fairy language sounds like the tinkle of ................
5. what a baby is pushed around in, before it can walk
6. the top of a room
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7. the leader of a group of people
8. say
9. if someone wants to have everything and doesn’t share with other
people, he is ................
I. Read this short version of the chapter. There are a few things
wrong. Find and change the mistakes.
While Peter was talking to Wendy about fairies, he realised that Tinker
Bell was being very quiet. Then they heard a sound like the tinkle of
bells, and Peter realised that he had left her outside. He opened the
window and let her in. She was very happy to see Peter again. Peter
told Wendy about the Lost Boys; he said they were lonely because
there weren’t any girls in the Neverland. They also didn’t know any
stories, and so Peter came to the nursery every night to hear the stories
that Mrs. Darling told the children. Peter asked Wendy if she would
come to the Neverland to tell stories to the Lost Boys. Wendy said she
couldn’t because she didn’t know how to fly. Peter taught Wendy to
fly, but he didn’t want to teach John and Michael how to fly. It was only
possible to fly if you had some fairy dust, so Tinker Bell gave some to
Wendy. Then they flew out the window. Mr. and Mrs. Darling saw them
flying through the window but they came up to the nursery too late.
J. Match the underlined phrases to their meanings.
1. He suddenly realised Tinker Bell was keeping very quiet.
2. “I think I shut her in the drawer!”
3. “You see, we have no female companionship.”
4. “And they lived happily ever after.”
5. “You could tuck us in at night.”
6. They opened the front door and hurried up the stairs.
7. “Come,” he shouted to the children, and flew out at once into the
night.
a) forever
b) being very quiet for a long time
c) immediately
d) friends
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e) went quickly
f) put us to bed
g) closed the drawer with her inside

3. There are a lot of pirates on the island.
4. Peter and Captain Hook are enemies.
5. Peter cut off Captain Hook’s foot.

Chapter 4
A. Read this short version of the chapter. There are two things
which didn’t really happen. Find them.
Peter, Wendy, John and Michael flew for a very long time over the
ocean. Finally, they saw the Neverland, and they began to fly down
to it. As they flew over the Neverland, they saw things that they
recognised: the lake, a flamingo, a cave, a wolf baby, and the Indian
camp. They also saw Captain Hook on his pirate ship. Peter told the
children about Captain Hook – how he once cut Hook’s hand off
during a fight. After he cut it off, he threw it into the sea. A crocodile
ate his hand, and now the crocodile chases Hook all the time because
he wants to eat the rest of him. But Hook can always hear the crocodile
coming behind him, because the crocodile has a clock inside him and
makes a ticking noise. Peter told John that if they ever meet Hook in a
fight, John must let Peter fight with him alone, and John promised he
would do that. They arrived on the ground, and the Lost Boys were
waiting for them. Peter introduced them to Wendy and told them that
she had come to be their mother and tell them stories. They all went
into the Lost Boys’ house, which was underground and had trees for
doors. Wendy made them supper, and then told them stories in bed.
They all lived together in the house under the ground and had lots of
adventures together.
B. Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or
false.
True False
1.

It’s only possible to find the Neverland if Peter Pan
is with you to guide you.

2. The Neverland is never scary.
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6.

A crocodile always chases Captain Hook because it
wants to eat him.

7.

Peter wants to kill Hook alone, without help from
any of the boys.

8. The Lost Boys wear normal clothes.
9. The Lost Boys don’t want to have a mother
10. The Lost Boys live together under the ground.
11. The Lost Boys want Wendy to tell them stories.
C. All of these events happened in the story. Put them in the correct
order in which they happened.
a. The children and Peter landed in the Neverland, and the Lost Boys
welcomed them.
b. Peter told the children about the pirates, and about Captain Hook.
c. The children and Peter flew for a very long time over an ocean.
d. Wendy agreed to be the Lost Boys’ mother.
e. John promised that he would let Peter Pan kill Captain Hook by
himself.
f. Peter introduced the Lost Boys to Wendy.
g. The children, Peter and the Lost Boys went to the home under the
ground.
h. Wendy, John and Michael all recognised the Neverland when they
finally saw it.
D. Match the underlined phrases to their meanings.
1. That, Peter had told Wendy, was the way to the Neverland.
2. Wendy, John and Michael all recognised it at once.
3. I’ll tell you by the way the smoke rises whether they’re on the war-path.
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4. Of course the Neverland had been make-believe in those days.
5. If we meet Hook in a fight, you must leave him to me.
6. They all rushed out of their hiding place in the grass.
7. The cake became old and as hard as a stone.
a. getting ready to attack someone
b. how to get to
c. very hard
d. not real, invented by the imagination
e. knew what it was when they saw it
f. came out very quickly from
g. let me fight him alone

4. Michael began to cry, and even John could ................ speak.
a) no
b) little
c) barely
d) problem
5. “What is he ................?”
a) look
b) like
c) lake
d) lurk
6. “I cut off a ................ of him.”
a) bite
b) bat
c) bit
d) hand
7. “He has an iron hook instead ................ a right hand.”
a) on
b) in
c) for
d) of
8. “Since then the crocodile is always chasing ................ Hook.”
a) after
b) for
c) on
d) to
9. “After tasting a bit of him, he wants to eat the ................ .”
a) bit
b) hand
c) rest
d) more

E. Match the sentences

G. Crossword

1. Of course the Neverland
2. John asked Peter
3. He is the worst
4. He is not as big
5. Finally Peter gave the signal
6. They all rushed out of their
hiding place in the grass
7. The Lost Boys lived in one
big room
8. At night, they all got into
bed
9. Which of these adventures

a) under the ground.
b) and began to head downwards.
c) had been make-believe in those days.
d) and Wendy told them wonderful
stories.
e) and welcomed Peter as he and the
children landed.
f) if there were many pirates on the
island at that moment.
g) as he was.
h) should we choose?
i) of them all.

F.Multiple Choice
1. “Second to the right, and ................ on till morning.”
a) direct
b) straight
c) full
d) through
2. “I’ll tell you by the way the smoke ................ whether they’re on the
war-path.”
a) flies
b) burns
c) raises
d) rises
3. John asked Peter if there were many pirates on the island at that
................ .
a) moment
b) day
c) minute
d) year
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5.
7.

1. L
2.
O
3. S
4. T
B
6. O
Y
S
8.

1. A small body of water
2. A wild animal with grey fur and sharp teeth
3. What fire produces
4. The noise a clock makes
5. Made up, not real
6. A large body of water
7. With bad behaviour
8. They explain to us what to do
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G. Match the words on the left to the words on the right.
1. for a long
2. more than
3. the worst
4. not as big
5. I will do
6. lying like sardines
7. as hard
8. toss

a. my best
b. as a stone
c. ever before
d. time
e. in a tin
f. a coin
g. as he was
h. of them all

I. Preposition check
on off from without of at over for down in
1. Nobody could have found the Neverland ................ Peter guiding
them.
2. They flew ................ an ocean, very high up.
3. Wendy, John and Michael all recognised it ................ once.
4. “Yes, they are ................ the war-path!”
5. The sun began to go ................, and everything became darker.
6. “He is the worst ................ them all.”
7. “I cut ................ a bit of him.”
8. They flew along for a few moments ................ silence.
9. Tinker Bell had been lighting the way ................ them the whole trip.
10. The Lost Boys were hiding ................ the pirates.
J. Here is the part where the children arrive in the Neverland and
meet the Lost Boys. Some of the verbs have been taken out. Read
the text and see if you can remember what goes in the gaps. Use
the verbs from the box, but remember to put them into the correct
form.
be light give bring be wear begin
hide cry go cry rush land
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Finally Peter 1. ................ the signal and 2. ................ to head
downwards. He was followed by John, Michael, Wendy, and Tinker
Bell, who had been 3. ................ the way for them the whole trip.
Down below, in the forest, the Lost Boys were 4. ................ from the
pirates. There 5. ................ six of them, and they were 6. ................
the skins of bears they had killed. They all 7. ................ out of their
hiding place in the grass and welcomed Peter as he and the children
8. ................ “Great news, boys,” Peter 9. ................, “I have 10.
................ a mother for you all. Her name 11. .................Wendy.” The
boys all 12. ................ on their knees, and holding out their arms 13.
................, “Oh Wendy lady, be our mother!”

Chapter 5
A. Read this short version of the chapter. There are two things
which didn’t really happen. Find them.
One day Peter, Wendy and the Lost Boys were at the lake, sitting on
a large rock. Suddenly a boat began to come towards them, so they
dove into the water to hide. Two pirates were in the boat, taking
Tiger Lily to the rock to tie her up and leave her to drown. Tiger Lily
began to shout for help. Peter Pan, from behind the rock, pretended
to be Captain Hook by imitating his voice. He told the pirates to let
the Indian princess go. But then the real Hook arrived. He did not
understand why the pirates had let Tiger Lily go. Then they realised
that Peter Pan was hiding behind the rock, and that he had imitated
Hook’s voice. Peter Pan jumped out from behind the rock and shouted
to all the boys to come out and attack the pirates. There was a short
fight in the water. Tiger Lily attacked Hook. Then Hook climbed up
onto the rock, where he suddenly met Peter Pan. Peter Pan offered
Hook his hand to help him climb the rock higher so they could fight,
but Hook cut Peter’s hand with his hook. Soon the crocodile came
and chased Hook away. The Lost Boys went home in the pirates’ boat.
Peter could not fly nor swim home, so at first he and Wendy were stuck
on the rock, but then they found a kite, and tied themselves to it and
flew home.
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B. Read this short version of the chapter. There are a few things wrong.
Find and change the mistakes..
One day Peter, Wendy and the Lost Boys were at the lake, sitting on a
large rock. Suddenly a boat began to come towards them, so they dove
into the water to hide. There were three pirates in the boat who were
taking Tiger Lily to the rock to tie her up and leave her to drown. Peter
Pan, from behind the rock, imitated Hook’s voice and told the pirates
to let the Indian princess go. But then the real Hook arrived. He was
angry that the pirates had thought he had told them to do it. But then
they realised that Peter was behind the rock, and that he had imitated
Hook’s voice. Peter jumped out from behind the rock and shouted to
all the boys to come out and attack the pirates. There was a very long
fight. Peter offered Hook his hand to help him climb higher on the
rock, but Hook cut Peter’s hand with his hook. Then the crocodile
came and chased Hook back to his ship. The Lost Boys swam home.
Peter and Wendy were stuck on the rock because Wendy was too
tired to fly home. But then they found a kite in the water, and tied
themselves to it and flew home.
C. Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or
false.
True False
1.

The children decided to hide in the water when
they saw the pirates’ boat coming.

2. Smee and Starkey wanted to drown Tiger Lily.
3. Peter always chose the easiest way of doing things.
4. Peter is very good at imitating people’s voices.
5. Smee and Starkey believed that Peter was Hook.
6. Wendy is afraid of Hook.
7. Tiger Lily doesn’t know how to swim.

10. Hook is Peter’s greatest enemy.
11. Hook doesn’t fight fairly.
12.

After the fight the Lost Boys didn’t know where
Peter and Wendy were.

D. All of these events happened in the chapter. Put them in the
correct order in which they happened.
a. Peter and Hook met by accident on the rock.
b. Peter jumped up when he heard a boat coming.
c. The real Captain Hook arrived.
d. Wendy, Peter and the Lost Boys were sitting on a rock after
swimming in the lake.
e. The pirates tied Tiger Lily up on the rock.
f. Hook cut Peter’s hand.
g. Wendy and Peter tied themselves to Michael’s kite and flew home.
h. The children all dove into the water to hide, because there were
pirates in the boat.
i. Perer shouted to all the boys to come out from where they were
hiding and attack the pirates with him.
j. Hook was angry to see that the Indian princess was gone.
k. The pirates untied Tiger Lily and she swam away.
l. Peter and Wendy were lying on the rock, and Peter explained to
Wendy that he couldn’t fly or swim because his hand was injured.
m. The crocodile chased Hook away.
n. Peter offered to help Hook climb higher up the rock.
o. The pirates discovered that Peter was hiding behind the rock and
had tricked them.
p. Peter imitated Hook’s voice and told the pirates to untie Tiger Lily.
q. The pirates discussed with Hook a plan to capture all the children
and make Wendy be their mother.
r. The Lost Boys went home in the pirates’ boat without Peter and
Wendy because they couldn’t find them.

8. The pirates wanted to kill Wendy.
9. The Lost Boys were afraid of fighting the pirates.
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E. Match the underlined phrases to their meanings.
1. At the edge of the lake there was a large rock
2. They drown when the tide rises, for then the rock is covered with water.
3. They dove into the water to hide.
4. He felt less sorry than Wendy for Tiger Lily
5. And now he imitated the voice of Hook
6. “Set her free,” came the surprising answer.
7. “At once, do you hear?”
8. Of course Wendy was very impressed by Peter’s cleverness.
9. “Couldn’t we kidnap these boys’ mother and make her our mother?”
10. “We will make the boys walk the plank, and Wendy will be our
mother.”
11. Suddenly, they were face to face.
a) they jumped into the water, head first
b) force the boys to walk along a board on the side of the ship until
they fall into the water, and die because they are tied up
c) let her go
d) they were looking directly at each other, close up
e) immediately
f) at the side of the lake
g) when the level of the water increases
h) he made his voice sound like Hook’s voice
i) Tiger Lily’s tragic situation made him feel sad
j) capture the boys’ mother and take her away
k) Peter’s intelligence seemed special to Wendy
F. Preposition check
from into with at through in
through against with by at for
1. For then the rock is covered ................ water.
2. He heard a boat coming ................ the water.
3. They dove ................ the water to hide.
4. It was the fact that there were two ................ one that made him angry.
5. staring ................ each other in surprise
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6. She slid ................ his legs into the water.
7. Wendy was very impressed ................ Peter’s cleverness.
8. The real Hook was also ................ the water!
9. She saw his evil face as he rose ................ the water.
10. He answered ................ a moan.
11. He was looking ................ his greatest enemy, Hook.
12. They were several hours late ................ bed.
G. Here is the part where Peter and Hook meet on the rock. Some
of the verbs have been taken out. Read the text and see if you can
remember what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box to help
you, but remember to put them into the correct form
grab see rise be shock give
climb be stare cut be know be
They didn’t meet in the water. Hook 1. ................ to the rock to
breathe, and at the same moment Peter 2. ................ it on the other
side, not 3. ................ that Hook 4. ................ also on the rock.
Suddenly, they 5. ................ face to face. Peter 6. ................ a knife
from Hook’s belt and 7. ................ about to attack him with it, when
he 8. ................ that he 9. ................ higher up on the rock than him. It
would not have been a fair fight, so he 10. ................ the pirate a hand
to help him up. But suddenly Hook 11. ................ Peter’s hand with his
iron claw. Not the pain of this but its unfairness was what 12. ................
Peter. He could only 13. ................, horrified.
H.Match the words on the left to the words on the right.
1. edge of
2. covered
3. staring at each other
4. leave her there
5. let her
6. shaking
7. the evil pirates
8. the tail

a) with water
b) of a kite
c) the lake
d) go
e) saw their chance
f) in surprise
g) with fear
h) to drown
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Chapter 6

I. Crossword

A. Read this short version of the chapter. There are a few things
wrong. Find and change the mistakes.

1.
2.

I
M
3.
I
4.
T
A
5.
6. T
7. E
1. average, not special
2. not a friend
3. to capture someone and take him away
4. the man in charge on a ship
5. the sound a person makes when he is sad or in pain
6. something very sad
7. the outer side of something
J. Match the sentences
1. They drown when the tide
rises,
2. He heard a boat coming
3. Wendy was crying,
4. An easy way would have been
to wait until the pirates had gone,
5. Peter was able to do almost
everything;
6. “The captain!” said the pirates,
7. He answered
8. The pirates promised
9. Hook’s face turned black
10. “Have we been captained all
this time
11. Of course because of his pride
he was carrying the game too far,
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a) to help him in his plan.
b) for it was the first tragedy she
had seen.
c) for then the rock is covered
with water.
d) by a codfish?
e) and now he imitated the voice
of Hook.
f) through the water.
g) with anger.
h) but Peter never chose the easy
way.
i) with a moan.
j) and the evil pirates saw their
chance
k) staring at each other in surprise

Because Peter had saved Tiger Lily at the lake, the Indians were now
the children’s friends, and they spent every night sitting outside the
Lost Boys’ home, protecting it from pirates. One evening the Indians
were sitting up above while, down below, Wendy was telling the Lost
Boys a story. Peter liked the story very much. But John said that maybe
Wendy’s story wasn’t true – maybe mothers sometimes forgot about
their children, and didn’t wait for them to come home. The children
all became very nervous and decided to go home at once. Peter said
that he wouldn’t go with them, but he would guide them through the
forest. Suddenly they heard the pirates attacking the Indians. The
children waited to hear who had won the fight – if the Indians had won,
they would beat their drum. The Indians lost the fight – all of them
were killed expect for Tiger Lily. The pirates tricked the children by
beating the Indians’ drum and the children thought the Indians had
won. When the children went up above, the pirates captured them and
tied them up with ropes. Late at night, Tiger Lily came to the home
under the ground and told Peter about the capture of Wendy and the
boys.
B. All of these things happened in the chapter. Put them in the
correct order as they were in the original.
a. The children said good-bye to Peter.
b. The pirates beat the Indians’ drum to trick the children.
c. Wendy, John and Michael decided to go home at once.
d. Wendy told the children a story about Mr. and Mrs. Darling, who
waited for their three children to come home from the Neverland.
e. The Lost Boys decided to go with Wendy, John and Michael.
f. Tinker Bell went to the underground home late at night and told
Peter about the capture of Wendy and the boys.
g. Peter Pan told Wendy that she was wrong about mothers – mothers
actually forget about their children, and don’t wait for them.
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h. Suddenly the children heard the pirates attacking the Indians up
above.
i. The children waited to hear who had won the battle.
j. The pirates caught the children as they came out of their trees, and
they tied them up.
k. Peter asked the Indians to guide the children through the forest, and
Tinker Bell to take them across the sea.
C. Here are some useful phrases that appeared in the story. They
are in the same order as in the story. Can you remember the context
they were in? Try to memorise these phrases.
a. she and her tribe would do anything for him
b. they sat keeping watch over the home under the ground
c. to show off
d. my mother had forgotten all about me
e. flying makes you tired
f. father and mother will adopt you
g. the boys jumped with joy
h. he no longer missed her
i. he remembered only their bad points
j. grown-ups were spoiling everything
D. Now, without looking at the sentences above, try to complete
the gaps.
1. flying ................ you tired
2. he no longer ................ her
3. she and her tribe would do ................ for him
4. to ................ off
5. they sat keeping ................ over the home under the ground
6. he remembered only their bad ................ .
7. my mother had forgotten all ................ me
8. the boys jumped with ................ .
9. grown-ups were ................ everything
10. father and mother will ................ you
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E. Match the pairs of words that have opposite meanings.
1. friend
2. important
3. terrible
4. under
5. empty
6. happy
7. ending
8. the future
9. upwards
10. forget

a) the past
b) enemy
c) unimportant
d) sad
e) remember
f) above
g) full
h) downwards
i) beginning
j) wonderful

F. Multiple Choice
1. Mr. and Mrs. Darling were ................ and had three children.
a) friends
b) married
c) husband
d) together
2. One day the children ................... away to the Neverland.
a) drove
b) walked
c) ran
d) flew
3. “The children knew that the mother would always leave the window
open for ................... to fly back in.”
a) him
b) her
c) us
d) them
4. So this was the ................... about mothers!
a) true
b) truth
c) knowledge
d) information
5. Her fear made her not think about Peter’s ................... .
a) feelings
b) feel
c) thoughts
d) felt
6. The children all stared at each ................... in fear.
a) one
b) child
c) other
d) another
G. Preposition check
about up from about across to
over through into in
1. Peter had saved Tiger Lily ................... a terrible death.
2. They sat keeping watch ................... the home under the ground.
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3. One day the children flew away ................... the Neverland.
4. “Let’s take a look ................... the future.”
5. “My mother had forgotten all ................... me.”
6. “There was another little boy sleeping .................... my bed.”
7. So this was the truth ................... mothers!
8. “I have asked the Indians to guide you ................... the forest.”
9. “Tinker Bell will take you ................... the sea.”
10. The children were tied ................... with ropes.

2.

The children’s favourite story was about Mr. and
Mrs. Darling.

3.

Peter believes that mothers always wait for their
children to come home.

Wendy, John and Michael wanted to go home right
4. away because they were afraid their mother had
forgotten about them.

H. Here is the part where the pirates attack the Indians. Some of
the verbs have been taken out. Read the text and see if you can
remember what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box to help
you, but remember to put them into the correct form

5. The Indians would take the children across the sea.

be get fly manage want follow be
make fill be turn be stare come

8. The children heard the pirates attacking the Indians.

6.

The Lost Boys wanted to go with Wendy, John and
Michael.

7. Peter was angry that the children were leaving.
9. A lot of pirates died in the fight.

Tinker Bell 1. .................... up the nearest tree; but no one 2.
................... her, for right at this moment the pirates 3. ...................
their attack upon the Indians. Above, where all had 4. ................... so
still, the air 5. ................... suddenly 6. ................... with screams and
the sound of swords. The children all 7. ................... at each other
in fear. The pirate attack 8. ................... a complete surprise. It 9.
.................... out to be a massacre rather than a fight. Only Tiger Lily
and a few of her tribe 10. ................... to escape, while the rest died.
The night’s work was not yet over, for it 11. .................... not the
Indians that Hook had 12. ................... out to destroy. It was Pan he
13. ...................; Pan and Wendy and their group. But how would he
14. ................... to the underground home?
I. Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or
false.

10.

The pirates beat the Indians’ drum to make the
children think that the Indians had won the fight.

11. The pirates captured Peter Pan
J. Match the words on the left to the words on the right.
1. save someone
2. to go
3. to show
4. have a happy
5. make the necessary
6. to wake
7. to be invited
8. to adopt
9. to have

a) off
b) someone
c) from a terrible death
d) fun
e) ending
f) to bed
g) someone up
h) to something
i) arrangements

True False
The Indians decided to be friends with Peter and
1. the children because Peter had saved Tiger Lily at
the lake.
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Chapter 7

B. Read these sentences about the story. Decide if they are true or
false.

A. Read this short version of the chapter. There are a few things
wrong. Find and change the mistakes.
On the deck of the pirate ship all of the children were tied up in chains.
Hook’s plan was for all of the children to walk the plank and fall into
the sea. Suddenly everyone heard the sound of the crocodile and
realised that the crocodile was coming up onto the ship. But it wasn’t
really the crocodile – it was Peter Pan, pretending to be the crocodile
by imitating its ticking sound. While the pirates were hiding Hook,
Peter ran quietly across the deck and into the ship’s cabin. Hook
decided to whip the children before making them walk the plank, so
he told the pirate Bill Jukes to go into the cabin to get the whip. Jukes
came back out, very scared, saying that there was a monster in the
cabin. Hook went into the cabin too, but came out quickly because
something blew out his lantern. He decided to send the children into
the cabin to fight against the monster. In the cabin, Peter released the
children from their chains and told them to hide. The pirates thought
the monster had killed all the children. They decided to make Wendy
walk the plank and fall into the sea because she was bad luck for the
ship. But then they found out that it wasn’t really Wendy, but Peter
Pan. Peter Pan and all the boys jumped out from their hiding places
and attacked the pirates. Soon all the pirates were gone except Hook.
Peter wanted the boys to help him fight Hook. It was difficult, but
finally Peter managed to stab Hook in the leg. Hook had no chance
to win the fight, so he decided to jump into the sea. He didn’t know
that the crocodile was down in the water waiting for him, because the
clock inside the crocodile had stopped ticking. They sailed the whole
way home in the pirates’ ship. John was the captain. When they arrived
home they saw that the window was still open, and their mother and
father were waiting for them.
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True False
1.

Hook wanted Wendy to watch the children fall into
the ocean.

2. Peter Pan pretended to be the crocodile.
3. “Ay, ay” in pirate language means “yes.”
4. Cecco wasn’t afraid of going into the cabin.
5. The pirates thought the devil was in the ship’s cabin.
6. Peter is very clever.
7. The pirates won the battle against the boys.
8. Flying is faster than sailing.
9.

Mrs. Darling was waiting for the children to come
home.

C. Match the underlined phrases to their meanings.
1. He wanted to turn her face so that she would see the boys walking
the plank one by one.
2. Everyone realised the same thing; the crocodile was about to get on
the ship!
3. “What’s the matter with Bill Jukes, you cowards?”
4. “The cabin’s as black as a pit.”
5. They began to talk about how it must be the devil on board.
6. And he took her place by the mast.
7. “There’s someone on board bringing us bad luck.”
8. Suddenly Hook found himself face to face with Peter.
9. Half–way home, Captain Pan decided that it would save time to fly
the rest of the way.
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a.What’s wrong with
b.one after another
c.making bad things happen
d.the remaining part of
e.going to
f.went where she had been
g.too dark to see anything
h.looking straight at
i.on the ship

F. Preposition check
of in against for around towards about with out at

D. Match the sentences.
1. On the deck of the pirate ship,
2. Wendy was tied to the mast
3. Hook took a step
4. The pirates stood around
Hook
5. He was ticking
6. The boys all followed him
7. A moment later he ran out,
8. The children began to cheer
9. The pirates admired Hook

a) when they heard this.
b) the prisoners were in chains so
they could not fly away.
c) with ropes.
d) for his clever idea.
e) with their eyes.
f) to hide him from the crocodile.
g) like the crocodile.
h) toward Wendy.
i) without his lantern.

E. Match the words with their opposite meanings.
1. brave
2. despair
3. terrible
4. slowly
5. silence
6. enemy
7. polite
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a) quickly
b) impolite
c) cowardly
d) hope
e) friend
f) noise
g) wonderful

1. The prisoners were ................... chains so they could not fly away.
2. Hook took a step ................... Wendy.
3. Instead he heard the terrible tick–tick ................... the crocodile.
4. The pirates stood ................... Hook to hide him from the crocodile.
5. The children stared ................... each other.
6. “Something blew ................... the light,” he said.
7. They began to talk ................... how it must be the devil on board.
8. The pirates admired Hook ................... his clever idea.
9. “There’s never luck on a pirate ship ................... a woman on board.”
10. Peter was a superb swordsman, but his shorter height was
................... him.
G. Here is the part where Peter and Hook fight each other. Some
of the verbs have been taken out. Read the text and see if you can
remember what goes in the gaps. Use the verbs from the box to help
you, but remember to put them into the correct form.
be avoid fall find be try stab move
find form use teach try
Suddenly Hook 1. ................... himself face to face with Peter. The
others 2. ................... back and 3. ................... a ring around them.
Peter 4. ................... a superb swordsman, but his shorter height was
against him, and he could not manage to stab Hook. Hook, as brilliant
a swordsman as Peter, 5. ................... not quite as fast, but he 6.
................... his height and weight as an advantage. He 7. ...................
to use his favourite technique, 8. ................... to him long ago by his
father, but to his surprise he 9. ................... that even this did not work.
Then he 10. ................... to get Peter with his iron hook; but in one
clever movement Peter 11. ................... the hook and 12. ...................
Hook in the stomach. At the sight of his own blood, the sword 13.
................... from Hook’s hand.
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H. Match the words on the left to the words on the right.
1. tied up
2. as black
3. the bravest
4. do someone
5. face
6. all of

a) a favour
b) of the brave
c) to face
d) with ropes
e) a sudden
f) as a pit

I. Crossword
1.
2.
3.

6.

R
E
S
4. C
5.
U
E

1. A long, green animal that has sharp teeth and lives in water
2. The part of a ship up above, outside, where people walk
3. Very angry
4. Something long and made of metal, used to tie people up
5. Something unexpected
6. The sound people make when they are scared
J. Multiple Choice
1. On the ................... of the pirate ship, the prisoners were in chains
so they could not fly away.
a) floor
b) board
c) cabin
d) deck
2. He wanted to turn her face so that she would see the boys walking
the plank one by ...................
a) another
b) each
c) one
d) other
3. All of a ................... a horrible scream came from the cabin.
a) sudden
b) suddenly
c) moment
d) quickly
4. Cecco, with fear in his eyes had no ................... and slowly walked
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towards the cabin.
a) choose
b) chosen
c) choice
d) decision
5. Grabbing a lantern, Hook said, “I’ll bring out that creature
................... .”
a) himself
b) oneself
c) yourself
d) myself
6. All pirates are ...................
a) supernatural
b) superstitious c) supersonic
d) superb
7. ...all listened looking in the ................... direction so they wouldn’t
have to see anything too horrible.
a) opposite
b) opposed
c) opposing
d) open
8. Some of the pirates jumped into the sea; others hid in dark corners,
where they were found by the boys and thrown ...................
a) overseas
b) overboard
c) overdeck
d) overworked
K. Can you remember who said this?
1. “Do you want the whip before you walk the plank?”
2. “The matter with him is he’s dead, stabbed.”
3. “Who is going to bring me that monster?”
4. “I’ll bring out that creature myself.”
5. “The ship’s doomed!”
6. “Put away your swords, boys, this man is mine.”
7. “Half-past one. Way past your bedtimes!”

Key
Chapter 1
A. “John explained to Mrs. Darling that they were probably from Peter Pan’s shoes
when he came into the nursery…” This is incorrect. Wendy explained this to her
mother, not John.
“Peter was friendly to Mrs. Darling; when he saw her he smiled at her.” This is
incorrect. Peter was unfriendly to Mrs. Darling – when he saw her he gave her a nasty
look, because she was a grown-up.
B. 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. F 6. T 7. F 8. T 9. F 10. T
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C. a) One morning, they found some tree leaves on the nursery floor, under a window.
b) Wendy told her mother that the leaves were probably left there by Peter, because he
didn’t wipe his shoes.
c) Mrs. Darling sang to her children until they fell asleep.
d) Mrs. Darling fell asleep by the fire.
e) The nursery window opened, and a boy came in, accompanied by a small light that
flew around.
f) Mrs. Darling woke up and saw the boy.
g) Nana, the family dog, came running in and chased Peter Pan.
h) Peter jumped out the window.
i) Nana closed the window and tore Peter’s shadow off.
j) Mrs. Darling examined the shadow carefully ,and put it away in a drawer.
E. 1. heard 2. straight 3. stay 4. up 5. on 6. by 7. upside 8. full 9. grown
10. fist 11. shooting
F. “But, of course, the Neverland always varied a lot. John’s, for instance, had a lake
with flamingoes flying over it, which John was shooting at, while Michael, who was
very small, had a flamingo with a lake flying over it.”
G. 1. c 2. a 3. b 4. d 5. c 6. d 7. a 8. b 9. c
H. 1. into 2. in 3. on 4. over 5. by 6. through 7. with 8. in 9. on 10. at
11. with 12. without 13. up
I.
1. N U R S

E R Y

2. H A R B O U R
3. F L A M I
4.

I

N G O

D E N T

I

5. C O N F U S
6. W I

C A L
I

N G

Chapter 2
A. a) Mrs. Darling put the children to bed, and then she went to a party with Mr.
Darling.
b) The children’s night-lights went out.
c) A much brighter light than the night-lights flew into the room – it was a fairy named
Tinker Bell.
d) Tinker Bell flew around the nursery looking for Peter’s shadow.
e) Peter Pan came into the nursery through the window.
f) Tinker Bell told Peter that his shadow was in the chest of drawers.
g) Peter tried to put his shadow on with soap.
h) Peter sat on the floor and cried.
i) Wendy woke up and saw Peter
j) Peter told Wendy that he didn’t have a mother.
k) Wendy sewed Peter’s shadow back on.
B. fall asleep
turn a pocket inside out
no larger than your hand
join together like drops of water
stick it on with soap
feel sorry for someone
full of joy
run away
have fun
cause trouble
C. 1. c 2. g 3. j 4. i 5. d 6. b 7. h 8. e 9. a 10. f

G W A M

J.1. c 2. d 3. g 4. j 5. i 6. a 7. k 8. f 9. h 10. b 11. e
K. 1. woke 2. saw 3. knew 4. was 5. was 6. dressed 7. saw 8. was 9. gave
10. screamed 11. came 12. growled 13. jumped 14. jumped 15. ran
16. looked 17. was
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L. 1. d 2. j 3. a 4. c 5. h 6. g 7. b 8. i 9. e 10. f

D. 1. asleep 2. dressed 3. blown 4. sure 5. delighted 6. alarmed 7. tragic
8. wonder 9. once 10. trouble
E. 1. Peter 2. Peter 3. Wendy 4. Wendy 5. Peter
F. 1. c 2. e 3. b 4. f 5. a 6. g 7. d
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G. 1. to 2. from 3. by 4. in 5. with 6. at 7. on 8. out 9. onto

E. 1. f

H. after – before / quickly – slowly / entrance – exit / politely – rudely / hostess – guest

F. 1. from 2. in 3. around
9. unless 10. across

I. 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. F 6. T 7. T 8. F 9. F
J. 1.

2. c

3. h

4. i

G. 1. did 2. could
7. blew 8. flew

c 2. b 3. d 4. b 5. a 6. c 7. b 8. a

Chapter 3

5. j

D. 1. shut
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2. mean

4. out

3. playing

8. g

5. by

4. blown

9. e

10. a

6. toward

11. d

7. with

5. mentioned

8. around

6. covered

1. L O N E L Y
2. S T O R

I

E

S

3. C L E V E R
4. B E L L

3. John
3. do

4. Michael

4. flew

5. John

5. shouldn’t

S

5. P R A M
6. C E

I

L

I N G

7. C A P
8. M E N T

B. a) Peter and Wendy listened for Tinker Bell, because they wanted to know where
she was.
b) Peter and Wendy heard fairy language coming from the chest of drawers.
c) Peter let Tinker Bell out of the drawer, and Tinker bell flew around, screaming with
anger.
d) Wendy told Peter the ending of Cinderella.
e) Peter decided that Wendy should come with him to the Neverland to tell stories to
the Lost Boys.
f) Wendy didn’t want to go with Peter because she didn’t know how to fly.
g) Peter showed Wendy, John and Michael how to fly, but they couldn’t do it.
h) Peter blew some fairy dust on the children.
i) The children began to fly around the room.
j) Mr. and Mrs. Darling could see the shadows of the children flying around in the
nursery as they walked up to the house.
k) Mr. and Mrs. Darling ran up the stairs – but it was too late, the children had already
flown out the window with Peter.
2. Wendy

7. k

H.

A. “Peter realised he had left her outside.” This is incorrect – he had left her in a
drawer, not outside.
“She was very happy to see Peter again.” This is incorrect – she was very angry at Peter
and shouted at him.
“He didn’t want to teach John and Michael how to fly.” This is incorrect – he wanted
to teach them, too.
“Tinker Bell gave some fairy dust to Wendy.” This is incorrect – Peter blew fairy dust
on the children from his hand.

C. 1. Peter

6. b

I

T A L

I O N

9. G R E E D Y
I. “Then she hit Peter on the nose.” This is incorrect – Tinker Bell screamed at Peter,
but she didn’t hit him.
“So Tinker Bell taught Wendy, John and Michael how to fly.” This is incorrect – Peter
taught them how to fly, not Tinker Bell.
J. 1. b

2. g

3. d

4. a

5. f

6. e

7. c

Chapter 4
A. “They also saw Captain Hook on his pirate ship.” This is incorrect – they didn’t see
him. Peter only told them about him.
“Wendy made them supper.” This is incorrect – she didn’t make them supper.
B. 1. T

2. F

3. T

4. T

5. F

6. T

7. T

8. F

9. F

10. T

11. T

C. a) The children and Peter flew for a very long time over an ocean.
b) Wendy, John and Michael all recognised the Neverland when they finally saw it.
c) Peter told the children about the pirates, and about Captain Hook.
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d) John promised that he would let Peter Pan kill Captain Hook by himself.
e) The children and Peter landed in the Neverland, and the Lost Boys welcomed them.
f) Peter introduced the Lost Boys to Wendy.
g) Wendy agreed to be the Lost Boys’ mother.
h) The children, Peter and the Lost Boys went to the home under the ground.

“Peter and Wendy were stuck on the rock because Wendy was too tired to fly home.”
This is incorrect – they were stuck on the rock because Peter was wounded (his hand
had been cut by Hook) and he couldn’t fly or swim.

D. 1. b

2. e

3. a

E. 1. c

2. f

3. i

F. 1. b

2. d

D. a) Wendy, Peter and the Lost Boys were sitting on a rock after swimming in the lake.
b) Peter jumped up when he heard a boat coming.
c) The children all dove into the water to hide, because there were pirates in the boat.
d) The pirates tied Tiger Lily up on the rock.
e) Peter imitated Hook’s voice and told the pirates to untie Tiger Lily.
f) The pirates untied Tiger Lily and she swam away.
g) The real Captain Hook arrived.
h) The pirates discussed with Hook a plan to capture all the children and make Wendy
be their mother.
i) Hook was angry to see that the Indian princess was gone.
j) The pirates discovered that Peter was hiding behind the rock and had tricked them.
k) Peter shouted to all the boys to come out from where they were hiding and attack
the pirates with him.
l) Peter and Hook met by accident on the rock.
m) Peter offered to help Hook climb higher up the rock.
n) Hook cut Peter’s hand.
o) The crocodile chased Hook away.
p) The Lost Boys went home in the pirates’ boat without Peter and Wendy because
they couldn’t find them.
q) Peter and Wendy were lying on the rock and Peter explained to Wendy that he
couldn’t fly or swim because his hand was injured.
r) Wendy and Peter tied themselves to Michael’s kite and flew home.

4. d
4. g

3. a

5. g
5. b

4. c

5. b

G. 1. lake 2. wolf 3. smoke
7. naughty 8. instructions
H. 1. d

2. c

I. 1. without
10. from

3. h
2. over

4. g
3. at

6. f

7. c

6. e

7. a

6. c

7. d

4. ticking

5. a

6. e

4. on

8. d

9. h

8. a

9. c

5. make-believe

7. b
5. down

6. ocean

8. f
6. of

7. off

8. in

J. 1. gave 2. began 3. lighting 4. hiding 5. were 6. wearing
8. landed 9. cried 10. brought 11. is 12. went 13. cried

9. for

7. rushed

Chapter 5
A. “Tiger Lily began to shout for help.” This did not happen.
“Tiger Lily attacked Hook.” This is wrong – Tiger Lily didn’t help in the fight at all
– when she was let go she swam away.
B. “There were three pirates in the boat.” This is incorrect – there were only two
pirates, Smee and Starkey.
“There was a very long fight in the water.” This is incorrect – the fight was short.
“Peter and Hook decided to climb onto the rock to fight.” This is incorrect – they met
on the rock by accident; they didn’t decide to fight there.
“The Lost Boys swam home.” This is incorrect – they didn’t swim home, they went in
the pirates’ boat.

C. 1. T

E. 1. f

2. g

F. 1. with
9. from
G. 1.rose
8. saw
H. 1.c
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2. T

3. F

3. a

4. T

4. i

5. T 6. T

5. h

6. c

7. F

7. e

2. through 3. into 4. against
10. with 11. at 12. for

8. F

8. k
5. at

9. F

9. j

10. T

10. b

3. f

4. h

5. d

6. g

7. e

12. T

11.d

6. through

2. climbed 3. knowing 4. was 5. were 6. grabbed
9. was 10. gave 11. cut 12. shocked 13. stare.

2. a

11. T

7. by

8. in

7. was

8. b
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I.
1. O R D

I

D. 1. makes 2. missed 3. anything 4. show 5. watch 6. points 7. about
8. joy 9. spoiling 10. adopt

N A R Y

2. E N E M Y
3. K

I

D N A P

4. C A P T A

I

N

5. M O A N
6. T R A G E D Y
7. E D G E
J. 1.c

2. f

3. b

4. h

5. e

6. k

7. i

8. a

9. g

10. d

11. j

Chapter 6

E. friend – enemy
important – unimportant
terrible – wonderful
under – above
empty – full
happy – sad
ending – beginning
the future – the past
upwards – downwards
forget – remember

A. “Peter liked the story very much.” This is incorrect – Peter hated the story.
“But John said that maybe Wendy’s story wasn’t true.” This is incorrect – it was Peter
who said that Wendy’s story about mothers wasn’t true.
“Peter said he would guide them through the forest.” This is incorrect – Peter said he
would ask the Indians to guide them through the forest.
“All of the Indians were killed except for Tiger Lily.” This is incorrect – Tiger Lily and
a few other Indians survived.
“Tiger Lily came to the home under the ground and told Peter about the capture of Wendy
and the boys.” This is incorrect – Tinker Bell came and told Peter about it, not Tiger Lily.

F. 1. b 2 .d 3. d 4. b 5. a 6. c

B. Wendy told the childen a story about Mr. and Mrs. Darling, who waited for their
three children to come home from the Neverland.
Peter Pan told Wendy that she was wrong about mothers – mothers actually forget
about their children, and don’t wait for them.
Wendy, John and Michael decided to go home at once.
Peter asked the Indians to guide the children through the forest and Tinker Bell to take
them across the sea.
The Lost Boys decided to go with Wendy, John and Michael.
The children said good–bye to Peter.
Suddenly the children heard the pirates attacking the Indians up above.
The children waited to hear who had won the battle.
The pirates caught the children as they came out of their trees, and they tied them up.
Tinker Bell went to the underground home late at night and told Peter about the
capture of Wendy and the boys.

J. 1. c 2. f 3. a 4. e 5. i 6. g 7. h 8. b 9. d
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G. 1. from 2. over 3. to 4 .into 5. about 6. in 7. about 8. through
9. across 10. up
H. 1. flew 2. followed 3. made 4. been 5. was 6. filled 7. stared 8. was
9. turned 10. managed 11. was 12. come 13. wanted 14. get
I. 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. F 6. T 7. T 8. T 9. F 10. T 11. F

Chapter 7
A. “On the deck of the pirate ship all of the children were tied up in chains.” This is
incorrect – Wendy was tied up with ropes.
“Hook’s plan was for all of the children to walk the plank and fall into the sea.” This is
incorrect – his plan was for all of the boys to walk the plank and fall into the sea, while
Wendy would remain on the ship and be the pirates’ mother.
“Peter wanted the boys to help him fight Hook.” This is incorrect – Peter wanted to
fight Hook alone, without help.
“Peter managed to stab Hook in the leg.” This is incorrect - he stabbed Hook in the
stomach.
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“They sailed the whole way home in the pirates’ ship.” This is incorrect – they sailed
most of the way home in the ship, and flew the rest of the way.
“John was the captain.” This is incorrect – Peter was the captain.
B. 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. F 5. T 6. T 7. F 8. T 9. T
C. 1. b 2. e 3. a 4. g 5. i 6. f 7. c 8. h 9. d
D. 1. b 2. c 3. h 4. f 5. g 6. e 7. i 8. a 9. d
E. brave – cowardly
despair – hope
terrible – wonderful
slowly – quickly
silence – noise
enemy – friend
polite – impolite
F. 1. in 2. towards 3. of 4. around 5. at 6. out 7. about 8. for 9. with
10. against
G. 1. found 2. moved 3. formed 4. was 5. was 6. used 7. tried 8. taught
9. found 10. tried 11. avoided 12. stabbed 13. fell
H. 1. d 2. f 3. b 4. a 5. c 6. e
I. 1.crocodile 2.deck 3.furious 4.chains 5.surprise 6.scream
J. 1. d 2. c 3. a 4. c 5. d 6. b 7. a 8. b
K. 1. Hook 2. Cecco 3. Hook 4. Hook 5. The pirates
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6. Peter 7. Wendy
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